E-Discovery
We pioneered the dedicated Discovery Practice in 1995
and have more than two decades of experience advising
the world's largest companies across all phases of the ediscovery process in crisis investigations and litigation
of all types. And from 2019-2021, Chambers USA and
Legal 500 have identified our practice as one of the top
e-discovery practices in the country. Chambers stated
that the team is known for “hosting a substantial and
sought after team of attorneys” that “regularly
undertakes e-discovery management mandates on highstakes cases and investigations.” Chambers noted that
our team is “excellent to work with,” is “customerfocused with a deep bench” and we “always provide
top-notch people who always deliver.” Chambers also
noted that clients choose our practice for “advice and
counsel on strategic questions” and because it is a “very
responsive team.” Our attorneys:
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prepare and negotiate ESI protocols;
manage and implement email, IM and mobile
retention policies and defensible deletion/purging;
conduct and manage data preservation, collection,
review and production;
develop litigation readiness tools and playbooks;
advise on Microsoft Office 365 and mobile device
challenges;
defend e-discovery practices in court;
manage and conduct multilingual cross-border
document review projects;
review and negotiate vendor contracts saving our
clients millions of dollars; and
perform due diligence for complex transactions.
Our world-class e-discovery practice is led by industry
pioneers, Ronni Solomon, Rose Jones and John Tucker,
and supported by the most experienced group of ediscovery attorneys with the longest average tenure in
the field – 10.5 years. With a team of 120+ full-time,
dedicated attorneys, including a dedicated presence in
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our London office, we quickly mobilize to respond to
clients in crisis around the globe and these clients rely
on the quality of our work and experience to ensure that
e-discovery does not become a costly sideshow in their
matters.
Insights
CLIENT ALERT
March 24, 2020
Impacts of COVID-19 on Our E-Discovery Operations
ARTICLE
Rose Jones spoke on Corporate Counsel’s 2018
eDiscovery Key Case Law Review podcast
ARTICLE
February 1, 2019
The Sedona Conference Primer on Social Media
VIEW ALL

Events
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
February 3, 2022
Rose Jones to Speak on Sedona Conference’s
International Electronic Information Management,
Discovery, and Disclosure Working Group 6’s Virtual
Annual Meeting
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
January 25, 2022
Rose Jones to Speak on Complete Discovery Source’s
5th Annual Putting Insights into Practice Virtual Forum
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
November 18, 2021
Rose Jones to Speak at Georgetown Law’s 2021
Advanced E-Discovery Institute
VIEW ALL

News
IN THE NEWS
August 26, 2021
Rose Jones discusses what precautions organizations can
put in place to help combat data collection challenges
IN THE NEWS
May 7, 2021
Doc Schneider quoted in profile that explains why
cooperative adversarialism should be the new zealous
advocacy
VIEW ALL
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